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Comment - I don't think we need to expand medicaid. I can prove that there is a great deal of fraud being 
perpetrated by the Virginia State Police and the Newport News Police implanting people with a biochip to 
imprint their brain. They use LRAD which as technology like the audio spotlight by Holosonics. They 
transport you to a crisis stabilization ward (gitmo) and torture you nearly to death. I have two supposed 
CSB workers on perjury. In additon, I have two cases in the Supreme Court. I never gave anyone 
permission to establish a Medicaid account for me. I don't qualify. I think the state police should not be 
tasked with oversight since they are the largest perpetrators of fraud. See Terrorism and Mental Health by 
Amin Gadit - it describes the weapon in detail. On page 9 of Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence 
by Springer it states the law enforcement would have you believe you will not be safe unless they know 
what you are "thinking" at all times. See and search Brandon Raub to see Virginia's casual 
disregard for the constitution. All for money, they have defamed and defrauded me. They grand larcened 
and extorted tens of thousands of dollars of my hard earned cash hospitalizing me twice by tasing me into 
a heart attack. I am ashamed of this corrupt state. I am writing a book about my experience and I will detail 
all the fraud - a tale of two corrupt cities and one corrupt state. I have been asked by CSB and social 
service employees to commit medicaid fraud. I refused. There is too much fraud and waste. Your entire 
setup of "special justices" is unconstitutional. In addition, the weapon enables murder without leaving a 
mark on the outside while destroying the inside. I hope to get justice for all the vicitims of these horrific 
inhuman weapons. We don't need medicaid expansion, we need integrity in the system.
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